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Abstract

Collaborative filtering is a powerful technology which is used in this huge adaptive web technology to evaluate the
opinions based on others mind or we can say that it is a technique to suggest, evaluate or filter the items or data according the
mood or interest of others. Here in this paper we suggest a concept of a recommender system based on collaborative filtering
for e-commerce or online shopping portal in which a probable suggestion is filtered for the user and a brief on collaborative
filtering and previous work done.
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Introduction
Now in this modern era of computer science and

internet, everybody has option to choose best thing
according to their mood or to go with others opinion with
the help of internet. For example if we want to see a movie,
we prefer the movie which has grater ratings or we look for
a particular item every time when we have to purchase from
any e- commerce. In last few year recommender system is
comes in existence to reduce the widespread problem of
finding the relevant items and to help people to manage
things in this large amount of information and to manage the
time2,3,4,5. Recommender system relies on ratings in other
word it predict the rating of any items from given N items
according to the probability, it suggest the item which is
relevant to the user, according there is a study that can
improve the recommendation system with prediction and
accuracy.

Some studies shows that the quality of
recommender system can be evaluated along dimensions

number and relaying on accuracy are not enough to find
most relevant item for a particular user6,7. Few
studies8,10,11,12,13,14 argued that the aim of recommender
system is to provide a user with highly idiosyncratic or
personalized item and more diverse result in more
opportunities for user to have a relevant item on this basis
some studies increase the diversity of recommendation sets
for particular user, often measure by average difference or
dissimilarity between the item that are to be recommended
having maintain accuracy level for particular/individual
user8,13,14. Here we are suggesting a recommender system
in which we will identify the similar data set with the help
of K means or nearest neighbor algorithm then after call
some prediction method for relevant item suggestion.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 reviews relevant literature on traditional
recommendation algorithms and the evaluation of
recommendation quality. Section 3 describes our core



concept for alternative recommendation ranking techniques,
such as prediction of item based on the individual customers
mind.

Related work study :
Recommender systems are usually classified into

three categories based on their approach to recommendation:
content based, collaborative, and hybrid approaches2.
Recommender system of content based type suggests
items similar to the items preferred in the past by an
individual. Collaborative filtered recommender system
recommends the items based on the others same preferences
users. And Hybrid combines both the technologies.

There exist many variations of neighbor based
collaborative filtering techniques9,15.  A neighborhood based
CF can be of any types from user based or item based here
in this concept we use user based IP techniques1.

According to work of GediminasAdomavicius and
YoungOkYown recommender systems predict unknown
ratings on the basis of known ratings, using any
neighborhood-based or matrix factorization CF techniques.
Then, the predicted ratings are used to support the user’s
decision-making. In particular, each user u gets
recommended a list of top-N items, LN(u), selected according
to some ranking criterion. More formally, item ix is ranked
ahead of item iy (i.e., ix  iy) if rank (ix) < rank (iy), where
rank: I -> R is a function representing the ranking criterion.
The vast majority of current recommender systems use the
predicted rating value as the ranking criterion:

    rankStandard(i)=R*(u, i)-1.
The power of -1 in the above expression indicates

that the items with highest-predicted (as opposed to lowest-
predicted) ratings R*(u, i) are the ones being recommended
to user. In their paper they refer to this as the standard
ranking approach, and it shares the motivation with the
widely used probability ranking principle in information
retrieval literature that ranks the documents in order of
decreasing probability of relevance [*8]. Using this approach
they have suggested on item popularity based ranking which
ranks the items directly based on their popularity from low
to high, there popularity is represented by the number of
known ratings which is held by each item there ranking
function were as follows
 rankItemPop(i) = |U(i)|, where U(i) = {u U | R(u, i)}.

They compared the performance of the item
popularity based ranking approach with the standard ranking
approach using Movie Lens dataset and item-based CF, and
they present this comparison using the accuracy-diversity
plot in Fig.[1,16]

               

Panagiotis Symeonidis Alexandros Nanopoulos
Apostolos  Papadopoulos Yannis Manolopoulos contributes
I their paper contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• To disclose the duality between users and items and to

capture the range of the user’s preferences, they suggest
the application of an exact biclustering algorithm to the
CF area.

• They propose a novel nearest-biclusters algorithm, which
uses a new similarity measure that achieves partial
matching of users’ preferences.

• Their extensive experimental results have the effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed  algorithm  over existing
techniques.17

Core concept :
Two types of CF algorithms have been proposed

in the literature: (a) nearest-neighbors (a.k.a. memory-based)
algorithms, which recommend according to the preferences
of the same preferences users; and (b) model-based
algorithms, which suggest by first developing a model of
user ratings. Related research study concluded that nearest-
neighbor algorithms are better if we talk about accuracy but
that are not for handling a huge data. Therefore the
requirement is to develop a technique of a recommendation
system which recommend accurately or scalable too.

The proposed technique is a collaborative filter
based recommender system design. In this presented work
the hidden markov model and K-mean clustering is used to
recommend the next user navigation. In this process we use
three different algorithms in which we filter or evaluate the
items using the opinions of user, cluster the items on price
criteria, and find the next matched items/price etc. We also
predict the probability of URL’s, with the help of one model.

In this, the system produces the predictions or
recommendations to a particular given user and suggest item
to them. We used some of the known algorithms widely
used in collaborative filtering. Or simply we suggest or
recommend item by filtering the items from the cluster for
which we used K means and then filtered that data or item
through HMM which may provide accurate relevant thing
to the user.

For this recommendation we select data set as a
input which is taken from server side access log file after
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that we store desired data input in table after selecting
attributes, then we take a particular item’s IP address or we
can say we select input IP for particular item based
recommendation. Our next move is to create a data list form
data set of selected IP’s followed by selection of clusters
center then find out the distance of item from each cluster
for finding out that the particular item belongs to which
cluster or which cluster is nearest. We create observation
matrix and transition matrix by using dataset list and clusters
centers after this we find out the probability of an item
which is to be suggested by our recommendation system. A
step by step procedure is written here:

i) experimental procedure to be done for getting result:
We will create a portal to collect dataset or to

have log files of a user. This portal is like other e-commerce
portal, it has registration process for user authentication,
and user can create their own login-id and set their own
password. After this registration process, user can able to
surf the items of their desire. This procedure is for first
time user only. Once a user got registered we filtered the
data on the content based it has the item which is last surfed
by user after this we will choose the items from the clusters,
which we create to find the same preference user item. As
we study that the KNN is used to find out the similarity
between the user or item or simply we can apply the KNN
for Item Based similarity or User based similarity. We will
use K- means to cluster the Item This algorithm is used to
filter the numerical values. This helps to cluster the price
criteria, produce different levels of price of items. With K-
means we select the nearest matched price. It can fetch that
price to their matched cluster and take an average of that
and at the last we use Markov model to predict the item.
     The filtering technique is works on the following basis.
1. Input log data: that is a server side web access log file
which is produced as input to the system. System pre-
process the log file and extract the important information
from log file that is stored in a temporary data table for
using with the recommender engine.
2. Data personalization: in order to recommend the product
for a user that required to system have the prior information
about the user behavior thus that is required to personalize
the data first. Thus the IP based data grouping technique is
utilized.

3. K-mean clustering: that approach help to identify the
similar data which is belongs to the targeted user. After
search the similar pattern from the data base the HMM
(hidden markov model) is called for prediction.
4. HMM: the hidden markov model is a probabilistic
technique for finding the next pattern from the previous
sequences of navigations. Thus the user navigated web pages
are used as the states of hidden markov model and using

these states the transition matrix is prepared. For preparing
the observation matrix the time domain of data is used.
Therefore data is arranged in three different time groups.
5. The constructed transition matrix and the observation
matrix is used with a decision function (, A, B). That returns
the next most probable URL for user.

Conclusion
These kinds of system are helpful for the user to

find the relevant item based on their interest or they want
to buy from e commerce. These systems are not only helpful
for the customer or any individual rather then this they
help the business by increasing their sales. Recommender
systems are a crucial tool in E-commerce on the Web.

In this paper we suggest a concept based on
collaborative filtering and here a minor part of content based
filtering at the final step to recommend the most probable
suggestion to the individual we can further improve the
rank to improve the probable or relevant suggestion.
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